
 

MOVE TO THE AZURE CLOUD 
STREAMLINE YOUR AZURE MIGRATION 
Shifting your existing workloads to the cloud can be daunting. You need to consider which Azure services to use, how to 
automate and test the Azure migration process, what to do to mitigate the risks associated with the Azure migration, and 
how to monitor and verify the resulting services are meeting your customers’ needs. 
 
Beyond that, you need to match your existing infrastructure with such elements as virtual machines, shared databases, and 
clustered storage — these offerings are different enough to give traditional operations teams trouble when handling a 
direct migration. 

To tackle these types of challenges, you need a trusted partner with experience moving complex workloads from in-house 
data centers to cloud-based platforms. 
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EXTEND YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE TO THE CLOUD 

Even if you are not looking for a full migration of your infrastructure to the cloud, extending your existing databases and 
services into Azure can have significant positive effects on your business. Whether you’re looking to extend your services 
into new geographic areas, set up backups for existing infrastructure, or leverage Azure’s capabilities to provide a resilient 
high-availability solution, there are many compelling reasons to spread your organization’s reach into the Azure cloud. 
Moving to a hybrid delivery model brings additional complexity, however; knowing how to implement, maintain, and secure 
hybrid service offerings require a savvy level of cloud implementation knowledge. XTIVIA’s database and infrastructure 
migration services bring our decades of experience in working with this kind of scenario to deliver frictionless cloud-based 
migration solutions for organizations of all sizes. 
 

OUR AZURE EXPERTISE 

● Azure Compute Service 
● Azure Container Service 

● Azure SQL Service 
● Azure Service Bus 

● Azure Storage 
● Azure Automation 

 
LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP TO MAKE YOUR AZURE EFFORTS A SUCCESS 
 
Our world-class agile development process, transparent project management, and end-to-end implementation skills (all the 
way from Architecture to DevOps to managed support) will ensure your Azure cloud migration goes smoothly. 
ABOUT XTIVIA 

XTIVIA does what it takes to ensure customer success through adaptive technology solutions. Our earned 
reputation is for delivering the right IT solutions and support that meet our customers’ specific 
requirements, regardless of project complexity. Our passion, dedicated leadership team, and unparalleled 
technical staff create customer relationships that stand the test of time. https://xtivia.com 
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